
 

 

 

March 28, 2018  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

McMaster students thrilled with provincial investment in mental health and wellness  

McMaster students were pleased with much of the provincial government's budget priorities, as announced 
today by Minister of Finance, Charles Sousa at Queen's Park.   The McMaster Students Union (MSU), alongside 
its provincial lobby partner, the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA), have consistently advocated 
for improvements to mental health support for students in Ontario.    

"The $2.1 billion funding package for mental health support is the largest investment of its kind in Ontario 
history," said Ryan Deshpande, Vice President (Education) of the MSU. "Supporting the mental health and 
wellness of students is paramount to their success. This investment will undoubtedly help facilitate 
the specialized support that addresses systemic factors contributing to mental illness."  

With $2.1 billion invested across several ministries, students are confident numerous gaps in the system, 
specifically wait-times for professional support services, will begin decreasing. In particular, the MSU applauds 
the $11.7 million over four years allocated to bolstering and integrating on- and off-campus mental health 
resources, which will result in front-line improvements for students at McMaster University. Not only will it 
reduce wait times, but provide more comprehensive, community-based support as well. In addition, students 
are pleased to see $116.6 million over four years for targeted mental health support for LGBTQ+, racialized, 
and Indigenous children and youth. These investments mirror the recommendations contained within the 
MSU’s Health and Wellness policy paper.  

Though spending on mental health is welcomed, students had hoped to see fresh action to tackle the rising 
cost of textbooks and academic materials, in-line with past funding for open education resources (OERs). 
Textbooks costs are not considered inside the sticker price of tuition and continue to increase in price.  

"The cost of education continues to pose accessibility challenges for students and potential students alike," 
said Chukky Ibe, President of the MSU. "Previous budgets made investments to target the expansion of 
OERs,  which reduce the out-of-pocket expense of post-secondary education. It is disappointing that this 
budget does not make new investments into open educational resources.” 

Though, as educational costs on all fronts continue to increase, the MSU welcomes new changes to the Ontario 
Student Assistance Program (OSAP), which will reduce the threshold for parental and spousal contributions to 
a student’s education. This will allow more students from low- and middle-income homes to be eligible for 

significantly more financial aid, compared to previous years. As OSAP continues to evolve, the MSU hopes to 
see program specific requirements taken into funding consideration.  
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